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MODULAR KITCHEN
& WARDROBES



You Dream It,
We Create It.



Revamp Your Home
With Us

We have our own manufacturing facility
for panel-based modular furniture. 
This is to ensure that we deliver the best
quality product basis your clear size
specifications and requirement. We use
high-quality material that is tested
several times before it goes into
production. This is the reason we work
only with selected vendors. It ensures
the good quality of the material. We use
the machinery of an international
standard that helps us in precision while
manufacturing products.



 

MODULAR
KITCHENS

There are many things that complete you and your home. At Interno, we believe that your
kitchen is one of them. This is why we design and build kitchens that are inspired by you

powered by your imagination. Designed by the finest interior experts. Fabricated by the most
sophisticated European technology around. And making optimum utilization of every space.

We at Interno redefined opulence, functionality, and style.

So turn over and help us make something new for you!



Guidance through Mastery
The first element - Guidance

We work to understand you and your expectations. We listen to you .. the spaces you want to build, the form
and function you desire. We grasp your likes, your style, your thinking.

 
Then we help you bring your dreams to life. By design thinking that captures the practical while freeing the

beauty. To lessen your strain, and make the journey joyous. 

And the second - Mastery

We study and experiment constantly, in each subject in our field. We scour the world for the best materials.
We interrogate experts in materials, machining, ergonomics, culinary sciences, quality control. We punish

our products more then you ever will. And we test daily in real life. 
 

We master.. So we can help you bring your dream to life.

At Interno...

We guide you .. Through mastery of our field.





STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

STEP 4 STEP 5 STEP 6

Free kitchen
consultation at your

home.

We help you choose the
right elements.

We help you choose the
kitchen appliances and

accessories.

We create a 3D
impression of your

kitchen.

We custom-manufacture your
kitchen within 14 days and

deliver it to your home.

Your kitchen installation
is completed in two

days.

AND YOUR DREAM KITCHEN IS READY!

How we work



Zoning the kitchen to suit the task is a good way to save time and shorten distances.
We divide your kitchen into 5 essential zone.

Consumables / Non Consumables / Cooking / Cleaning / Preparation 

Each of the Zones has storage for the essential tools and food products related to that specific task,
so you don't have to search for the things all over the kitchen.

 
 

What's more, the Zones are arranged in a sequence following the tasks to be performed, making the
workflow easy and fast.

Interno studies your cooking habits and designs your kitchen space so that it follows the 5-Zone
design principle.

The 5-Zone Design Principle



The 5-Zone design principle for
different kitchen types



THE U-SHAPED
KITCHEN

There is a special kind of kitchen for
those who seek more from life. Interno
presents the U-shaped kitchen with
lavish storage space at the base and on
the wall. Its stylish slab can also be used
as a casual bar-style dining table. This
setting offers the option to use it as a
serving space leading to the adjacent
dining area.



THE L-SHAPED
KITCHEN

Functionality is the main focus of any
kitchen design. We, at Evok, aim to
provide you with a solution that is both
practical and fashionable. The L-shaped
kitchen is one of the most sought-after
layouts owing to the fact that it gives
more preparation, cleaning, and storage
space, ensuring the disturbance-free
movement of people in and out of the
kitchen so the cook doesn't get
troubled. It can also be used as a casual
dining area by adding some stools at the
corner. 



Contemporary lifestyles require a
reflection in home styling as well.
Hence, the Island kitchen- a fashionable
unit that uses one wall with another
smaller unit either parallel or at a short
distance from it. It is popularly
preferred by those who do not want
complete parallel formats and have
plenty of space to use.

THE ISLAND 
KITCHEN



A parallel kitchen works best for
families where a single person does all
the cooking, and there’s a large space
available. It's a kind of kitchen unit that
uses one or two walls with units parallel
to each other. This kitchen is functional
and also gives you more room to work.
Soup it up with the host of styling and
accessory options from Evok, and get
the dream kitchen you’ve always
wanted. 

THE PARALLEL
KITCHEN



To embellish a small kitchen space with
a contemporary style a straight line
kitchen, crafted by Evok, is the perfect
solution. Designed for a studio
format/smaller homes as the complete
work station, the module stands on one
wall and is in a single line. You can also
choose from a wide range of features
and shutter options to make your
straight line kitchen more functional
and stylish.

THE STRAIGHT LINE
KITCHEN



The Interno Advantage

FREE HOME 
CONSULTANCY

OPTIMUM SPACE 
UTILIZATION

5 YEARS 
WARRANTY

WIDE RANGE OF 
APPLIANCES & 
ACCESSORIES

PROMPT 
AFTER SALES 

SERVICE

TIMELY 
INSTALLATION 
COMMITMENT



Components for your Modular Kitchen
A modular kitchen comprises of a number of components. To help you get a clearer understanding of the 

concept, we have broadly classified the kitchen into 5 components.

Carcass
The carcass is the basic structure of the kitchen and is responsible for its structural base. In simple 

words, it’s the foundation of the skeletal structure of the kitchen which gives rise to the entire model 
constructed around and over it. The carcass usually comes in MDF/HDHMR/WPC/PLY- Marine or 

BWP/BWR grade. We, at Interno, take it as a duty to provide you with the perfect solution, standing 
true to our promise of good quality products with accurate consultation in terms of what kind of carcass 

would best suit a particular kitchen space/house.



The laminate facing, class E1, complies with 
the severe standards on water-repellence, a 
basic characteristic for kitchens made to last. 
Waterproof board carcasses are also 
available in select colours which makes the 
carcass 100% Waterproof.

THE THICKNESS of the panel is 18
mm compared to the 16 mm
used by most modular kitchen
manufacturers.

THE BACK PANEL is faced on both 
sides.

Fewer aesthetic imperfections on the panel

Main Features-1



Wide range of soft closing hinges
Manufactured By Hettich / Ebco /
Hafele, they are Considered The
Very Best. 200,000 Opening /
Closing Cycles Are The Certified
Warranty That Interno Offers.

Wide range of  pvc edge banding
tapes, manufactured by Rehau,
E3 and  surya plast.

Main Features-2



The FEET are easy to mount and
replace as can be seen in the
sequence of photos. They are
made with special techno polymers
(Blend) and their sturdiness
distinguishes them from those 
made in recycled plastic that are
normally used.
The strain under load that each
foot can withstand is guaranteed
up to 720 kg (ISO). The holes in
the carcass for the feet are not
through carcass. 1

Main Features -3



Particle board is 
manufactured from 
Wood particles. It is very 
economical and is 
available in less time, but 
it is not water proof.

HDHMR stands for High 
Density High Moisture 
Resistance. It is basically an
upgraded term of plywood,
used to develop tough and
robust wooden usage.

MDF is a type of hardwood, 
Which is made from wood.
Fibers glued under medium 
Density of head pressure. It is 
better than a normal particle 
board but not stronger than 
marine ply.

Marine ply is the perfect 
the material used for your base 
cabinets as it is Boiling Water 
Resistant which will not 
decompose due to moisture. 
The glue used in marine 
plywood protects it from 
decay and insects.

Particle board HDHMR board

MDF board Marine Ply



Laminate Shutters Black Painted Shutters Veneer Shutters

Acrylic Shutters Solidwood Shutters Membrane Shutters

Types of Finishes



At Interno, our market network associates us with the best
hardware manufacturers from across the globe. We take pride in
providing the best-in- class mechanisms to make your kitchen
functional and of the most superior quality that lasts forever.

Top opening mechanism.We understand the inconvenience caused
when shelves are mounted on a wall. Our endeavour at Interno is to
try and make your life as easy as possible by providing you with
solutions that provide maximum comfort and ease. We have designed
various solutions to the problem of top opening mechanism. Some of
its features are:

Hardware & Mechanism
 

Perfect for small wall cabinets
Ensures full access to the interiors of the cabinet
Offers symmetrical lift mechanism which can be used on one or both sides
Fitted with clip top blue motion or compact blue motion hinges for silent and
effortless closing
Simple to install and adjust



Interno is constantly evolving and innovating to
give your home the perfect make-over. We strive to
achieve this by providing products and services
that assist you in your day to-day chores and
maximize your comfort. One of our offerings is the
Skirting option in modular kitchens ensuring high-
quality and convenience and the assurance of a
hassle free and beautiful kitchen experience.

1. Easy installation

2. Use of high quality, light, difficult to deform, anti-
aging, 
hump-resistant material

3. Improves the look of your wall or flooring

Soft closing hinges help in easy opening and closing
of cabinet 
shutters, simplifying cooking experience by 
furthering comfort. They are made with Soft Close 
mechanism which facilitates smooth closing of
doors. With Soft door hinges there is no slamming
of the door, which leads to longevity and easy
maintenance of your kitchen. 
Some other features are: 

1.The overload safety feature safeguards the hinge
from 
damage if the door is slammed. 
2.The deactivation switch enables small or light
doors to 
close with the same high quality of motion. 
3. Easily interchangeable with current compact
hinge

Skirting Hinges



Full Extension Mechanism

The Full Extension Mechanism comprises of various
slides which can be used in drawers, file cabinets,
kitchen baskets, etc. Its functionality is to ensure easy
and smooth sliding. This mechanism gives the
convenience of "holding the
drawer in its slot", which holds drawer in place and
ensures it doesn't fall out of its slot even if it is fully
drawn out.

1. Ball bearings help in reduction of friction

2. Holds the drawer in its slot and does not allow it to
fall
out

3. Gives higher load bearing capacity

4. Available in soft close, auto close and self-close
options

Soft Closing Mechanism

Soft close is a mechanism which reduces the speed of
a door or a drawer as it closes on its own. The door or
drawer is pushed back normally, the moment it
reaches the last 25 degrees of closure, the soft close
mechanism will act and the door or drawer will slow
down immediately and then close gradually and
silently.

1. Easy height side tilt adjustment

2. Matching organization options

3. Can be upgraded with touch to open features



Handles



Accessories

SS SWING CORNER LEFT/RIGHT SET OF 
2PCS

SS HALF-MOON TRAY-SET OF 2PCSSS BASE CARROUSEL UNIT 
3/4 QUARTER – 2PCS



SS ROUND CYLINDER TROLLEYSS ELITE MAGIC CORNER (LEFT/RIGHT)-4 
BASKETS WITH SOFT CLOSE

SS GRAND MAGIC CORNER-
4BASKET (UNIVERSAL)

Accessories



SS MULTIPURPOSE HOLDERSS DUSTBIN HOLDERSS DUSTBIN 14L

Accessories



Accessories

SS ELEGANT PERFORATED CUTLERY 
BASKET

SS ELEGANT CUP & SAUCER BASKETSS ELEGANT PLAIN BASKET



Accessories

SS ELEGANT BOTTLE RACK BASKETSS ELEGANT THALI / PLATE 
BASKET 

 

SS GRAIN BASKET



SS VEGETABLE BASKETSS VERSATILE PLAIN BASKETSS ELEGANT PARTITION BASKET

Accessories



SS DISH RACKSS WALL MERRY GO ROUND UNIT SET-
2PCS

CUTLERY ORGANISER

Accessories



Accessories

SS 2 TIER SINK PULL-OUTSS 3 TIER PULL-OUTSS IMPORTED DISH RACK



SS ELITE TALL SWING OUTSS ELITE TALL UNIT

Accessories



MODULAR
WARDROBES

Make room for clothes, shoes, and compliments with Interno classy, sturdy, adjustable, and space-
making wardrobes. Easy to install, these fuss-free wardrobes are available in shades and surfaces

that compliment the overall decor of your bedroom.



Walk-in wardrobes are the dream
wardrobe of most of us but only a lucky
few can afford it. They are the epitome
of luxury with massive storage space for
clothes and other accessories. Today,
walk-in closets are not exclusively
owned by a lord. With Interno, anyone
can organize and arranged an area to
store their belonging properly in a walk-
in closet.

WALK-IN 
WARDROBE



Sliding wardrobes are space-efficient
and come with high-quality tracks that
ensure noiseless and smooth
movement. We at Interno gives you
customized solution according to your
space size, you can choose from
multiple colour options in painted glass,
veneer, laminates, PU painted matt and
gloss finishes, and door materials such
as solid engineered wood painted glass
and mirror doors.

SLIDING
WARDROBE



They provide easier access and can be
fitted easily into corners; the doors can
be shaped to fit different angles. You
can choose from different modules with
more than 50 colour options in pre-
laminated, lacquered and PU painted for
a customized wardrobe, you may choose
door material that ranges from solid
engineered wood, painted glass and
mirror doors.

HINGED
WARDROBE



Accessories

Towel and accessory rackGarnishry drawer organiser Garnishry small tray



Accessories

Trouser and Cloth rackTrouser rack organiser Shoes  Rack



Interno– Crafting your home
 

Interno is the coming together of the Masters in Modular Home interiors and Modular
furniture industry. Interno has legacy of having built the modular kitchen industry. The era

of the modular furniture industry in India has changed the lifestyle of Indians. Guidance
through mastery is the principle that drives us at Interno.

 
 

We master so we guide 
 

We have mastered every aspect of the designing, manufacturing, and installation process in
bringing your dream furniture home.

 
From a team of highly qualified and experienced professionals, we strive for excellence at

every part of the process.
 
 

Our goal is your satisfaction
 

Look for a Stargaze Experience center near you.
Ask for an Interno designer to guide you to make your home a joy forever.

Our International Partners



Are you ready for your
Interno Homes?

www.internointeriors.com
info@internointeriors.com


